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Abstract 

This study examined the effects of prosodic experience in the 

first (L1) and second (L2) language on the perception of non-

native lexical tones. Japanese naïve listeners (Group JN) and 

Japanese learners of Mandarin (Group J1M2) were instructed 

to categorize the six Cantonese lexical tones into their native 

pitch accent categories. Results showed that both groups could 

only categorize two tones into their native pitch accent 

categories, and their categorization patterns were different:   

Group JN only assimilated two rising tones, T2 and T5, into 

the final-accented LH* while Group J1M2 assimilated high-

rising T2 into LH* and low-falling T4 into initial-accented 

H*L. These preliminary results are only partly compatible 

with the assumptions of Perceptual Assimilation Model for 

Suprasegmentals (PAM-S) stating that non-native tonal 

categories will be assimilated to native prosodic categories, 

but provide more evidence that learning a more complicated 

system with lexical F0 variations at the phonetic level (i.e. 

Mandarin) does influence the perceptual assimilation of non-

native tones. 

Index Terms: lexical tone perception, Perceptual Assimilation 

Model for Suprasegmentals (PAM-S), tonal experience, 

Japanese pitch accent, Mandarin 

1. Introduction 

Lexical tones are reported to be difficult for non-tonal 

language learners to perceive, even though pitch may still be 

used in their first language (L1). In tonal languages, all words 

are contrastive for tone, i.e., each tone on the same syllable is 

associated with a different meaning. Learners acquiring a new 

language will have to redirect their attention to the acoustic 

patterns which have been ignored [1] and/or learn to ignore 

those which have been used in the native language but not the 

new one [2]. The acoustic patterns of the language per se are 

reported to influence the perception of tones similarly to all 

listeners, meaning that whether or not native or non-native 

listeners rely on a specific cue to distinguish the tones depends 

on the saliency or the particular acoustic property of the cue 

itself. For instance, [3] reported that, regardless of the 

participants’ linguistic experience, acoustically easy tone pairs 

in Cantonese with larger acoustic differences were perceived 

more accurately than acoustically difficult tone pairs with 

smaller acoustic differences. Similarly, [4] and [5], 

respectively, showed that the onset of the height the 

fundamental frequency (F0) of Thai and Mandarin tones were 

more salient than their corresponding F0 offset. 

Besides acoustic factors, some other tone perception 

studies have also shown that speakers of non-tone and tone 

languages may still react differently to the various dimensions 

of F0 in a new language, even though F0 may still be the 

primary cue for tone perception. This difference in perception 

of tones may be attributed to listeners’ previous linguistic 

experience, i.e., their previously acquired languages, which 

has become a source of transfer in learning the new, 

unfamiliar tone language. For instance, while native speakers 

of tone languages perceive tones categorically, speakers of 

non-tone languages may judge based on the psychoacoustic 

properties of the stimuli instead [6]. Even native speakers of 

different tone languages may perform in a different way 

because they have a different native tonal inventory size [7] or 

they are used to different acoustic properties of the tones or 

prosodic patterns as perceptual cues in their own native 

language [8]. For example, Mandarin listeners are more 

sensitive to F0 direction than F0 height; Cantonese listeners 

attend to both; English listeners pay more attention to F0 slope 

and average F0 (see [1, 9, 10] for more information). When 

asked to discriminate tones in an unfamiliar language, due to 

the familiarity of using pitch variations in the native language, 

these speakers with L1 tonal language experience performed 

better than those without relevant experience in their L1 in 

general. Nevertheless, the influence of the L1 tonal experience 

has not been found unanimously positive, as some studies 

such as [11] and [12] showed that previous tonal experience 

could indeed hinder non-native lexical tone perception. 

From the studies above, it is evident that linguistic 

background plays a crucial role in the perception of non-native 

tones. This is in line with a category assimilation account, the 

Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) [13] and PAM-L2 (i.e., 

the PAM for second language learners) [14], or more 

specifically, the Perceptual Assimilation Model for 

Suprasegmentals (PAM-S) [12, 15-17]. PAM-S assumes that 

naïve listeners will categorize non-native tones into their 

native L1 prosodic ones (e.g. tones, pitch accent, intonation) 

according to the phonetic and phonological similarities of the 

two languages. For instance, it is found that Mandarin tones 

could be categorized into Japanese pitch accent categories 

which are phonetically similar to the Mandarin tones [18]; 

Cantonese listeners categorized Mandarin tones based on the 

similarity of the F0 contours of the two languages [16]; 

English and French listeners also showed a different pattern 

when categorizing Mandarin tones into their intonation 

categories due to the difference in the use of lexical stress [19].  

While an extensive number of studies have explored the 

effects of native linguistic experience on the perception of L2 

lexical tones, little has been known for the case of non-native 

lexical tone perception of speakers with L2 tonal experience. 

One recent exception [3] investigated the reliance of F0 cues 

in the perception of L3 Cantonese tones by English learners of 

Mandarin. Their results showed that both L1 and L2 

experience modulates L3 tonal perception, and if L2 and L3 
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are both tonal languages, it is L2 experience that modulates L3 

tonal perception. Still, the study only focused on a 

discrimination experiment of two tone pairs, and did not 

investigate native tonal categorization, which is fundamental 

to the understanding of how a listener perceive non-native 

tones: is it constrained by the phonological and/or phonetic 

properties of their L1 and/or L2? To bridge the gap, the 

present study expanded on the aforementioned non-native tone 

perception research by investigating how two groups of native 

speakers of Tokyo Japanese (Japanese hereafter)—naïve 

listeners and those who learnt Mandarin as an L2— 

categorized Hong Kong Cantonese (Cantonese hereafter) 

lexical tones into their native pitch-accent categories.  

These three languages all make use of F0 as one of the 

cues to mark the lexical tones or accented syllables. Mandarin 

is a tonal language with four different tones that contrast 

meanings: T1 (high-level, 55), T2 (rising, 25), T3 (dipping, 

214), and T4 (falling, 51). While F0 is the primary cue for 

Mandarin tones, amplitude and duration are informative for 

the identification of tones even when the pitch cues are 

unavailable, as shown in studies using stimuli in whisper or 

with F0 neutralized [20]. Cantonese has six different lexical 

tones: T1 (high-level, 55), T2 (high-rising, 25), T3 (mid-level, 

33), T4 (low-falling, 21), T5 (low-rising, 23), and T6 (low-

level, 22) [21, 22]. Similar to Mandarin, Cantonese uses F0 as 

the primary cue for distinguishing the tones. Other acoustic 

cues such as duration and amplitude, however, do not appear 

to be useful cues for discrimination of tones [23]. Even though 

the low-falling tone T4 may involve some degree of 

glottalization or creakiness, it has not been a consistent cue 

even for native Cantonese listeners [24]. Thus, F0 appears to 

be the primary or even the only cue for lexical tone 

discrimination in Cantonese [25, 26]. Japanese is a non-tonal 

language; however, it still has a prosodic pattern known as 

pitch accent, using combinations of high (H) and low (L) pitch 

(F0) and an accent (*) to contrast meanings in words ranging 

from monomoraic to four-mora words [27]. For instance, for 

bimoraic words, hashi (initial-accented H*L, “chopsticks”), 

hashi (final-accented LH*, “bridge”), and hashi (unaccented 

LH, “edge”) are contrastive, differing only in the pitch accent 

pattern. In terms of phonetic properties, the pitch accent is 

characterized by a higher F0 and amplitude, and longer 

duration in the accented syllables than the unaccented ones 

[28, 29]. Sugito [30] reported that Japanese pitch accent is 

acoustically realized by various acoustic cues, with F0 contour 

being the predominant cue while amplitude and duration being 

the weaker secondary cues. With the differences between the 

use of F0 cues in these three languages in mind, this present 

study thus allows us to establish how L1 prosodic experience 

and/or L2 tone learning will influence the perception of 

unfamiliar non-native lexical tones. 

Recall that one assumption of the PAM-S is that 

categorization would occur if the phonetic or phonological 

properties of Cantonese tones are compatible with the pitch 

accent system of Japanese listeners. Based on the results of 

previous studies [e.g. 15-18], it was thus predicted that native 

Japanese speakers would assimilate Cantonese level tones T1, 

T3, and T6 into Japanese unaccented LH (or uncategorized), 

rising tones T2 and T5 into final-accent LH* and the low-

falling T4 into initial-accent H*L. Meanwhile, if the group 

with L2 tonal experience demonstrated a different 

categorization pattern from the naïve listener group, it would 

suggest that an addition of tonal experience (i.e. L2 Mandarin) 

also has an effect on the perception of non-native Cantonese 

lexical tones. Note that there was also a possibility that neither 

group assimilated the Cantonese tones into the pitch-accent 

categories, i.e. they would not show any robust selection of 

responses; rather, a random selection will be demonstrated. 

This paper is only part of a larger study that examines the 

effects of tonal experience on the perception of Cantonese 

lexical tones involving a series of experiments. Still, the 

results of non-native tonal categorization would deepen our 

understanding of whether native speakers of a pitch accent 

system would assimilate an unfamiliar lexical tone system into 

their own prosodic categories and whether an addition of L2 

tonal experience would modulate the categorization. Both 

provide more evidence as to the role of L1 and/or L2 phonetic 

and phonological properties in non-native tone perception. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

Two groups of participants (N=16) took part in the 

experiment. Only those without any formal musical training 

were recruited, as studies (e.g. [31]) reported the facilitatory 

effects of musical training in non-native tone perception. 

Group JN consisted of 8 native Tokyo Japanese speakers 

(4F4M; mean age 21.82 years) who had no prior tonal 

language experience. Group J1M2 had another 8 Tokyo 

Japanese native speakers (6F2M; mean age 21.65 years) who 

learnt Mandarin as a second or foreign language for an 

average of 2.34 years (SD = 1.65). All participants reported no 

hearing or speaking deficits, and neither had they learnt nor 

had extensive exposure to Cantonese. They also did not have 

any other language experiences. 

2.2. Stimulus materials 

Two native speakers of Cantonese (1F1M; mean age 29 years) 

were invited to produce the stimuli for this experiment. The 

stimuli were six Cantonese tones on the syllable /fuː/ in a 

carrier sentence (see Table 1). The reason for choosing this 

syllable was two-fold: 1) it has been used and tested in 

previous studies [18]; 2) this syllable is highly similar to fuu 

(/ɸuː/) in Japanese which allows all three pitch accents and to 

/fuː/ in Mandarin which carries all four lexical tones. Each 

speaker produced five repetitions of the target words in a 

carrier phrase, from which three best tokens were selected and 

segmented for the experiment after two native speakers’ 

verification of their intelligibility. 

Table 1: The six Cantonese stimuli used in the experiment. 

Tonal Categories Tonal Contour Glossary 

T1 [55] High-level 夫 “man” 

T2 [25] High-rising 撫 “caress” 

T3 [33] Mid-level 褲 “trousers” 

T4 [21] Low-falling 扶 “support” 

T5 [23] Low-rising 婦 “woman” 

T6 [22] Low-level 附 “attach” 

2.3. Procedure 

The experiment was carried out using ExperimentMFC in 

Praat [32]. Participants were instructed to categorize 

randomized individual presentations of 72 Cantonese stimuli 

(2 speakers × 6 tones × 3 tokens per tone × 2 repetitions) into 
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their native Japanese pitch accent categories, H*L, LH*, and 

LH, by pressing the button with the respective glossaries on 

the computer screen (see Table 2). With reference to previous 

studies such as [18], an additional button “Unknown” was also 

presented to the participants. Participants could choose the 

“Unknown” button if they deemed it impossible to categorize 

the stimulus into any of their native pitch accent categories. 

They were given 12 trials to familiarize themselves with the 

procedures before the experiment. 

Table 2: The three categories, the associated pitch accents 

and glossaries used in the experiment. 

Japanese Pitch 

Accent 

Glossary on the screen (in kanji, 

romanization, and meaning) 

H*L 

(initial-accented) 
夫（婦）/ fuu (fu)  

“husband (and wife)” 

LH* 

(final-accented) 
（今）風？/ (ima) fuu?  

“(modern) style?” 

LH 

(unaccented) 
封（筒）/ fuu (too)  

“envelope” 

3. Analysis and Results 

The categorization results of Groups JN and J1M2 will be 

presented separately. To claim that Japanese listeners could 

perceptually assimilate Cantonese lexical tones into their 

native pitch accent categories, the selected category has to be 

a) chosen significantly more than the chance level (25%) and 

b) the percentage of selection is also significantly higher than 

the other choices [19]. 

Figure 1 shows the perceptual assimilation patterns (in 

percentage) of Groups JN (upper) and J1M2 (lower). 

Individual t-tests for each tone were conducted for each group 

to compare the percentage means of pitch accent category 

against the chance level (25%). As the percentage of selection 

of the choice “Unknown” was occasionally over 10%, the data 

was also included in the analysis. The results showed that only 

the following categories were significantly higher than the 

chance level:, LH* for Tone 2 [t(7) = 6.62, p < .001] and LH* 

for Tone 5 [t(7) = 3.63, p = .008] for Group JN; and LH* for 

Tone 2 [t(7) = 4.00, p = .005] and H*L for Tone 4 [t(7) = 3.83, 

p = .006] for Group J1M2. 

Chi-square tests were also carried out for the two groups 

separately to find out the association between the pitch accent 

categories (4 levels) and Cantonese lexical tone (6 levels). The 

association between the two factors was significant for both 

groups: JN: ꭓ2(15) = 259.37, p < .001; J1M2: ꭓ2(15) = 250.22, 

p < .001. Two separate two-way repeated-measures ANOVA 

between the pitch accent categories and the lexical tones 

showed the following results: for Group JN, only the main 

effect of pitch accent categories [F(3,21) = 11.23, p < .001] 

and tone × pitch accent categories interaction [F(15,105) = 

7.53, p < .001] were significant; for Group J1M2, again only 

the main effect of pitch accent categories [F(3,21) = 24.55, p < 

.001] and tone × pitch accent categories interaction [F(15,105) 

= 3.85, p < .001] were robust. 

For both groups, individual one-way ANOVAs were then 

conducted for each tone to gauge the differences between the 

pitch accent category. The analyses showed that for both 

groups, the effects of all pitch accent categories were 

significant for each tone. Table 3 displays the results. 

 

 

Figure 1: Tonal categorizations (in %) for each Cantonese 

tone of i. (upper panel) Japanese naïve listeners [Group JN] 

and ii. (lower panel) Japanese-speaking learners of Mandarin 

[Group J1M2]. A total of 576 responses (i.e., 96 responses for 

each tone) was collected for each group. Asterisks indicate 

that the mean percentage of the choice is significantly higher 

than a) the chance level and b) all other categories. 

Table 3: Results for individual one-way ANOVAs showing the 

effects of pitch accent categories on each tone. 

 JN J1M2 

T1 F(3,28) = 4.50, p = .011 F(3,28) = 4.22, p = .014 

T2 F(3,28) = 46.51, p < .001 F(3,28) = 8.92, p < .001 

T3 F(3,28) = 8.53, p < .001 F(3,28) = 4.50, p = .011 

T4 F(3,28) = 6.66, p = .002 F(3,28) = 12.26, p < .001 

T5 F(3,28) = 14.41, p < .001 F(3,28) = 5.44, p = .004 

T6 F(3,28) = 5.38, p = .001 F(3,28) = 6.04, p = .003 

 

Further post-hoc Bonferroni tests revealed the following 

results, listed in Table 4. For Group JN, only the mean 

percentage of assimilation of LH* category was significantly 

higher than the other three categories for both Tone 2 and 

Tone 5. For Group J1M2, only LH* and H*L were higher than 

each of their three counterparts for Tone 2 and Tone 4 

respectively. 

Table 4: Results of post-hoc Bonferroni tests. Shaded cells 

indicate that the lexical tone is successfully assimilated into 

Japanese native pitch accent categories. 

 JN J1M2 

T1 LH>H*L (34.3%, p = .043) 

LH>UN (39.6%, p = .014)  

LH>UN (53.1%, p = .010) 

Group JN 

Group J1M2 
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T2 LH*>H*L (67.7%, p <.001) 

LH*>LH (76%, p < .001) 

LH*>UN (72.9%, p< .001) 

LH*>H*L (60.4%, p < .001) 

LH*>LH (43.8%, p = .016) 

LH*>UN (58.3%, p = .001) 

T3 LH>LH* (35.4%, p = .002) 

LH>UN (35.4%, p = .002) 

LH>UN (57.3%, p = .009) 

T4 H*L>LH* (50.0%, p = .003) 

H*L>UN (44.8%, p = .010) 

H*L>LH (40.6%, p = .005) 

H*L>LH* (61.5%, p < .001) 

H*L>UN (52.1%, p < .001) 

T5 LH*>H*L (41.7%, p = .001) 

LH*>LH (49.0%, p < .001) 

LH*>UN (59.3%, p < .001) 

LH*>H*L (41.7%, p = .018) 

LH*>UN (45.8%, p = .008) 

T6 LH>LH* (33.3%, p = .026) 

LH>UN (32.3%, p = .033) 

LH>LH* (35.4%, p = .032) 

LH>UN (47.9%, p = .002) 

*UN = unknown option 

4. Discussion  

This study started as a preliminary investigation on the 

perception of Cantonese lexical tones by Japanese naïve 

listeners who had no other tonal experience and another group 

of Japanese speakers who learnt Mandarin as a second 

language. By observing the categorization patterns, we can 

obtain extra evidence to evaluate the predictions and 

assumptions of tonal assimilation in PAM-S, and explore 

further if an addition of tonal experience will influence the 

categorization.  

The present findings, however, only partly corroborated 

previous studies, for not all Cantonese tones were found 

categorizable [13, 16, 18]. Specifically, all three level tones 

(T1, T3 and T6) were found uncategorized by both groups. 

Group JN only found the two rising tones (T2 and T5) 

assimilable, and they categorized the two tones into the same 

final-accented LH* category. Group J1M2 categorized only 

high-rising T2 into LH*, although they could also assimilate 

the low-falling T4 into initial-accented H*L. These 

categorization and non-categorization patterns suggested that 

Japanese speakers assimilated only some phonetic properties 

of Cantonese tones into their native pitch accent categories 

which share similar phonetic features, as predicted by PAM-S.  

It is rather surprising to see that both groups of 

participants did not find the three level tones assimilable. One 

justification may be that the Japanese unaccented pattern may 

not be as level and stable as the Cantonese level tones, for the 

unaccented pattern itself shows a slight rise of pitch from L to 

H. This may deter the participants from unanimously making a 

confident choice. Moreover, for bimoraic Japanese words, 

unaccented pattern is not common at all (15%) while the 

initial-accent is widely found (65%) [33]. The uncategorized 

situation may thus be attributed to this unfamiliarity of 

unaccented pattern in bimoraic words. Still, there was a 

tendency for both groups to select the unaccented LH category 

(ranging from 42.71% to 57.29%, although all were not found 

significantly higher than the chance level or all other 

categories) for all level tones, signifying that the unaccented 

LH may already be the closest answer possible for the 

assimilation of Cantonese level tones. Data is being collected 

in the larger project to further evaluate the above speculations.  

While the rising and falling tones of Cantonese display 

more salient difference between F0 onset and offset than the 

level tones, Group JN only found T2 and T5 which differ in 

the magnitude of F0 change in the rising contour, assimilable. 

Based on PAM-S, both T2 and T5 which were categorized as 

LH* will be interpreted as a Single Category (SC) assimilation 

pair. This was predicted to be a pair that will result in poor 

discrimination. This pair is found easily confusable [34], is 

acquired last [35], and is a potentially merging pair [36] even 

for native speakers of Cantonese. It would be interesting to 

further examine the results in the discrimination test to learn 

more about the perceptual patterns difficulties of such a 

complicated tone system by Japanese naïve listeners.   

It is more intriguing to see that Group J1M2 performed 

slightly differently from Group JN, suggesting that tonal 

experience in Mandarin has strengthened the sensitivity of 

tone contour which in turn influenced the native categorization 

of the Japanese speakers. Specifically, Cantonese T2, but not 

T5, was categorized into LH*; T5 was found being 

categorized into LH* (52.08%) and LH (31.25%) with non-

significant differences. The results appeared to suggest that 

these two tones were deemed different perceptually, and the 

participants might have become more sensitive to the F0 

contour change. T2 has higher degree of change in the rising 

contour, and thus could be easily categorized as a final-

accented LH*; T5 only has a minimal rise resulting in the 

selection of the two competing LH* and LH choices. 

Moreover, Group J1M2 also became more sensitive towards 

the low-falling tone T4 which was assimilated to H*L. It is 

possible that the exposure to the four L2 Mandarin tones had 

positively modulate the use of F0 cues in non-native 

Cantonese tone perception. 

One limitation of the current study is that data was only 

from a total of 16 speakers, resulting in only 96 responses per 

tone in each group. Acknowledging that the sampling size 

might have an effect on the statistical power, we are collecting 

additional data to further consolidate the claims made above. 

Still, based on the present results, these two groups of 

Japanese speakers were found to be sensitive to the F0 contour 

of Cantonese tones, although to different degrees.  

5. Concluding Remarks 

This preliminary study presented the results of the perceptual 

assimilation patterns of Cantonese lexical tones into Japanese 

native pitch accent categories by Japanese naïve listeners and 

Japanese learners of Mandarin, hoping to further our 

understanding not only of the assumptions in PAM-S, but also 

whether prior tonal language experience influences the 

perception of non-native prosody in a third language. The 

current results did not fully support the assumptions in PAM-S 

that non-native prosodic categories can be assimilated to their 

native categories, for only two tones were successfully 

categorized among the Japanese naïve listener group. L2 tonal 

experience seemed to show some additional advantage for the 

assimilation as Group J1M2 was more sensitive to pitch 

contour than the naïve listener group. Collection of extra data 

from more Japanese participants and two other groups 

(Mandarin and Cantonese native) for benchmark comparison 

is underway to clarify and affirm the conclusion.  
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